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SOCIETY

ON A NOTION OF SMALLNESS FOR
SUBSETS OF THE BAIRE SPACE
BY
ALEXANDER S. KECHRIS

ABSTRACT.
Let us call a set A C o' of functionsfrom X into X a-bounded
if there is a countablesequenceof functions(a.: n E o} C w' such that
everymemberof A is pointwisedominatedby an elementof that sequence.
We study in this paper definabilityquestions concerningthis notion of
smallnessfor subsets of o'. We show that most of the usual definability
resultsabout the structureof countablesubsets of o' have corresponding
versionswhich hold about a-boundedsubsetsof o'. For example,we show
that every42,+1 a-bounded subset of o' has a Al,n+ "bound" (am: m E W}
and also that for any n > 0 there are largesta-boundedfI!n+l and 'n+2
sets. We need herethe axiomof projectivedeterminacyif n > 1. In orderto
studythe notionof a-boundednessa simplegameis devisedwhichplayshere
a role similarto that of the standard*-games(see [My]) in the theory of
countablesets. In the last partof the papera classof gamesis definedwhich
generalizesthe *- and **- (or Banach-Mazur)
games(see [My])as well as the
game mentionedabove. Each of these games definesnaturallya notion of
smallnessfor subsetsof " whosespecialcasesincludecountability,beingof
the firstcategoryand a-boundednessand for whichone can generalizeall the
main resultsof the presentpaper.

1. Preliminaries.IA. Let cX= {O,1,2.... } be the set of all naturalnumbers
and % = c' the set of all functionsfromX to X or, for simplicity,reals.Letters
i, j, k, 1,m, n, . . . denote elements of cXand a, 13 y, 8, ... reals. We study
subsetsof the productspacesDC= X1x X2 x * x Xk, whereX is X or & We
call such subsetspointsets.Sometimeswe think of them as relationsand we
write interchangeablyx E A X A(x). A pointclassis a class of pointsets,
usuallyin all productspaces. We shall be concernedprimarilyin this paper
with the analyticalpointclassesf, HII,1,Aand their correspondingprojective
pointclassesS1, fH1,Al. For informationabout them we refer the readerto
[R],[Sh]and [Mol].
a productspace (DC= X or - = 6Rwill be enough
If F is a pointclassand DC
if for any product
for this definition),then we say that F is D-parametrized
space@ thereis a G E F, G S DCx 6@such that letting Gx= {y: (x,y) E G}
we have{A 5 @:A E F) = {Gx x E DC).In this case G is calledD-universal
Received by the editors December 10. 1975.
AMS (MOS) subject classifications (1970). Primary 04A15, 02K30, 28AO5, 54HO5; Secondary
02F35, 02KO5,02K25, 02K35, 04A30.
C AmerisanMathematical
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If A = G we call x a code of A. It is well known that
for F subsets of '@?.
f are ?Iparametrized with universal sets
7,
Hn are -parametrized and 1 Hl
which are actually in 21 HI respectively.

lB. The notionsof gamesand determinacyare used repeatedlyin this paper.
For informationabout them which will be used withoutexplicitreferencethe
readercould consult [My], [Mo2],[Fe] or [Mol]. For any pointclassr,
Determinacy
(F)
abbreviates the statement: Every A 5 %,A E F is determined.We also
abbreviate
PD X everyprojectiveset of realsis determined
and
AD

X

everyset of reals is determined.

1C. We shall frequentlytalk about trees. Given a set X, a treeon X is a set
of finite sequencesfrom X, closed undersubsequencesi.e.
(xo ... XJ) E T&k < n=

(xO ...Xk) E T

The empty sequenceis alwaysa memberof a nonemptytree.A nodeof a tree
is just a sequence in that tree. A branchof a tree T is an infinite sequence
f E X' such that.for everyn, (f (O),... ,f(n)) E T. The set of all branchesof
T is denoted by
[T] = {f E XV: Vn(f(O)... f(n)) E T).
We shall denote by u -< v the relation of properextensionbetween finite
sequences. Thus if u = (xo

...

u -< v'?'n

xn), v = (yo * Ym)'then

> m& Vi <

m(Xi = Y).

of two finitesequencesu, v. Thus
We shallalso denote by u^vthe concatenation
if u = (xo *xn), v =(yo **ym), then
U^V = (Xo.Xnyo

Ym).

If u0,
uO, u2, ... is an infinitelist of finite sequenceswe shall also denote by
their concatenation. Thus if uo = (xo ***xmo),ul = (xI ... xI
u uluu ...,then
Uu&uu
O^1^U2^

.

(Xxgo.
(0?
X1 *

..x

Xm0XXI ... **X
1 XI, *

MOXOX

'

(this in generalwill be an infinitesequence,unless all u, after a certainpoint
are empty).
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Occasionallywe shall have to deal with trees on sets X = Y x Z. A tree T
,(y,,,z,,)), whereyi E Y,
z, E Z. A branch of such a tree is a sequencef E (Y x Z)' which for
convenience will be representedby the unique pair (g, h) such that f(n)
= (g(n),h(n)). Thefirst projectionof [T], in symbolsp[T], is
on Y x Z contains elements of the form ((y0,z0),

.

p[T] = {g: 3h(g,h) E [T]).
Most of the time we shall have Y = c, Z = X (X some ordinal). Then
p[T] 5 'A.

ID. Let X (an arbitraryset containing more than one element) have the
discretetopology.We shall always think of X' = set of infinitesequencesof
elementsof X as having the producttopology.Open sets in this topology are
generatedby the basic neighborhoodsNu = {f E X@:f extends u), where u
ranges over the finite sequences from X. One can also visualize easily the
closed sets of the spaceX'. Say that a tree T on X has nofinite branchesif for
every u E T thereis a properextensionv -< u in T. Then the map
A F-{(f(O)...f(n)):

def

f E A,n E c}=TA

gives a 1-1 correspondencebetweenclosed sets of X' and treeswith no finite
brancheson X such that A = [TA]. It is easy to see that A is perfectiff every
u E TAhas at least two incompatibleextensionsin TA(u, v are incompatible
iff
they have no commonextension).Also A is compactiff TAisfinite splittingi.e.
every u E TAhas only finitelymany immediateextensionsu-(x) in TA.In case
X = X note that a closed set A = [TA] is compactiff thereis a real/3 such that
for everya E A, Vn(a(n) < /2(n)).
REMARK.
In case X = w the productspaces will be also equippedwith the
producttopology.
For each countableX, X' is a perfectPolish(i.e. completelymetrizableand
separable)space.Topologicalnotionsrelatedto categorywill be used as a tool
repeatedlyin this paper. In particularthe following result will be needed in
severalplaces. If one replaces its hypothesisby PD then the result can be
alreadyessentiallyattributedto Banach-Mazurand Oxtoby (see for example
[0]). It is not clear who noticed first the presentstrongerversionbut the key
idea of using "witnesses"in various standardgames alreadyoccurs in early
unpublishedresultsof Solovay (see for example[Bul).Martin[Ma2] has also
used *-games (see [My]) with witnesses in order to prove that, under
Determinacy(Al) every 1n+1 set with no nonemptyperfectsubset contains
only Aln+1 reals.

THEOREM
(Folklore). Assume Determinacy(',), n > 0. Let 9t be any
product space. Then every S1n+1 (and thus HI2n+1)set in 9 has the property of
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Baire. SimilarlyassumingDeterminacy(I2n+l), n > 1, every 2n+2 (and thus
2n+2) set has thepropertyof Baire.
PROOF.
We prove the first assertion.The second can be proved in exactly
the same way. It is also enoughto considerthe case 9t =6A.
Let B E H2 be such that a E A
Assume now A c 6, and A E l
game in which
X 3f3B(a,/B).Considerthe followingmodifiedBanach-Mazur
player I plays also witnesses, which we shall denote by Gp*(B) (the **notation for the Banach-Mazurgame comes from [My]): Player I plays
ko E X and a finite sequenceso from c, II plays a nonemptyfinite sequence
Si from o, I plays k2 E X and a nonemptyfinite sequences2 from o, II plays
a nonemptyfinite sequenceS3 from w, etc. At the end of the run of the game
let /3=(ko kl, k2,***) E 6J,a = se^sl ** E- 61. Then I wins if (a,13)
E B. OtherwiseII wins. We have now the following
LEMMA.
(i) If I has a winningstrategyin GP* (B), thenfor someopennonempty
set G, A is comeageron G.
(ii) If II has a winningstrategyin Gp*(B), thenA is meager.
PROOF.
(i) If I has a winningstrategywith firstmove (ko,So),then it is easy
to see that B is comeagerof Nso= {a: so is an initial segmentof a); see for
example[0, p. 28].
(ii)(1)Assume II has a winning strategyT. Call a sequence(koe,s5,si...
k2k,s2k,s2k+I) good if for all i < k, s2i+1 is played according to T. By
conventionthe emptysequenceis good. If (a, ,B) E B then theremustbe some
good sequence u = (ko,so) sl,... ,k2k,s2k,s2k+0) (maybe empty) such that
(ko0k2, ... ,k2k) = (/3(0) ... 13(k)) is an initial segment of /3 and
s,
,...
s&sl^**s2sk+Iis an initialsegmentof a, but no good extension(ko0,
u
has
this
of
property (otherwise (a,f,)
k2k,S2k,s2k+1, k2k+2XS2k+2,S2k+3)
could be conceived as a play of the game in which II plays accordingto his
strategy). Let /(k + 1) = m and put Mu,m = {a': s^sl^ * * * sk+ is an initial
segmentof a' and for everyS2k+2, if
S2k+3

.5 *.
'r(ko,s0,

k2k+1,S2k+1,m,S2k+2),

then s6 Si ** S22k+3is not an initial segmentof a'). Then Mu,mis closed with
no interior, i.e. it is nowhere dense and a E Mum' Since there are only
countably many Mu,m's,A is meager.

From this lemma it follows that (grantingDeterminacy(AlN,)which by a
resultof Martin[Ma1] impliesDeterminacy
(zn)) every +tn - , set is meager(thus
has the property of Baire) or it is comeager on an open set. Given now
A E 1n+1 consider G = U {Ns: A is comeageron N3) (wherefor s a finite
(l) We would like to thank Sy Friedman for helping simplify considerably the presentation of
this part of the proof.
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sequencefrom o,Nj = (a: a extendss)). ThenA is comeagerin G, thus G - A
is meager.But also A - G is 12n+1 and A - G is not comeageron any open
set, therefore A

-

G is meager. So (A

-

G) U (G

-

A) = A A G is meager,

i.e. A has the propertyof Baire. El
using
REMARK.A similarresultcan be provedabout Lebesguemeasurability
game (see [My-S]) with witnesses, which is
the Mycielski-Swierczkowski
essentiallythe game Solovayused in his proof thatAD X BC (see [Bu])or the
Harringtongame (see for example[Ke1]) with witnesses.
IE. The whole discussionin this paper takes place in ZF + DC, ZermeloFraenkelset theorywith dependentchoices:
(DC)

Vu E x 3v(u,v) E r X 3f Vn(f (n),f(n + 1)) E r.

Everyadditionalhypothesisis stated explicitly.
Ourset theoreticnotationand terminologywill be standard,when possible.
We shall use letters (, 71,0, X, . . . to denote ordinals.
2. a-boundedand superperfectsets. 2A. Let A c %1.We call A a-boundediff
there is a sequence {aji}iE,of reals such that for each a E A there is some
i E cowith a < a,, wherefor any two reals a, /3
def

a < 83X Vn(a(n) ? /3(n)).
We call {ai}iewa boundfor A.
Note here that A is a-bounded iff A is contained in a a-compact (i.e. a
countableunion of compactsets) subset of 'iRif there is a /3 such that for all
a E A, a < /3,wherefor any two reals a, /3
def

a <* ,B

3i Vn > i(a(n) 6/3(n4

We thinkof courseof a-boundednessas a notion of smallnessfor sets of reals,
analogous to countability.Opposite to countable stands the concept of a
perfectset. We shallnow definethe correspondingconceptwhichprovidesthe
oppositeto a-boundedness.
iff for everyu E T
DEFINITION.Let T be a tree on Q. We call T superperfect
thereis v E T extendingu such that {m E co:v-(m) 8 T} is infinitei.e. v has
infinitely many immediate extensions in T. We shall call a set A c
if A is closed and the tree of A, TAis superperfect.
superperfect
is superperfectif A is closed and for every
It is easy to see that A c %Jt
a E8A and any open set G containinga, G n A is not containedin a compact
set. Also notice that every nonempty superperfectset contains a nonempty
superperfectset homeomorphicto '
REMARKS.(1) The notion of a superperfecttree is already implicit in
Friedman[Fri],which providedsome of the originalmotivationfor studying
the notionsunderconsiderationhere. Lemma1.3 in [Frl] is in our terminology
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essentiallythe statement:Every nonempty III set which contains no Al real
containsa nonemptysuperperfectset.
(2) (The axiom of choice is used in this remark.)We call A 5 6I K-bounded,
whereK is an infinitecardinal,if thereis a sequence{
< of realssuch that
for each a E A thereis a t < Kwith a < 83g.ClearlyA is K-boundediff there
is a K-compact(i.e. the union of K many compact sets) subset of %R
containing
=
A. Put for any A 53 63,#A least K such A is K bounded.Let also Ko = #R.
ClearlyKo > No. MoreoverKo = least K such that K iS the cardinalityof a scale
on 6 where S 5 6gis a scale if S is cofinal with respect to <* . Thus from
resultsof Solovay (unpublished)and Hechler[H] it follows that the value of
Ko is consistentlywith ZFC "essentiallyindependent"of 2No.For exampleone
could have

Ko =

2tO > N, or

Ko =

N, and 2NO= N7.

Notice also that if

A # 0 is superperfect,then #A= 2K0,since 6Ris homeomorphicto a closed
subset of A.
2B. One of our main purposesin this paper is to establishresultsabout abounded and superperfectsets which are analogousto those about countable
and perfectsets. As a simple start let us notice for examplethat as usual the
analog of the Cantor-BendixsonTheoremgoes through.
Let A 5 gt be a closed set. Then we can write A uniquely as
PROPOSITION.

A = P U C, where P is superperfect,C is a-boundedand P n C = 0. In
set.
particulara closedset is eithera-boundedor containsa nonempty
superperfect
PROOF.Let A = [T], where T is a tree on Q. For any treeJ on X define the

derivative:
J' = {s E J: 3t(t < s & t e J &{m: t((m) E J) is infinite)).
Then let by induction: TO= T, T,+j = (T7)', T = n,<T,(, if X is limit. If to
is the least ordinalt for which Tt = T+,, then to is countableand P = [T7o]
C A is superperfect,while C = A - P is a-bounded.To show uniqueness
notice that if P, C satisfy the above conditions,then
P

=

A* = {a: VG(G open & a

C =A-A*.

E

G =X G n A is not a-bounded)) and

O

REMARK.
This argumentcan be used to give an alternativeproof of the
result of Friedmanmentionedin Remark(2) of 2A. Indeed let A = [T] with
T recursive.In the notation above, assumingtowardsa contradictionthat A
containsno nonemptysuperperfectsubset,we have Teo= 0, so to is recursive
since the derivativeJ -+ J' is arithmetical.Then if a E A thereis t 4< such
that a E T-T+1 and thus for some finitesequences, NAn [T7]is nonempty
and compactand thus containsa Al real since T E Al, a contradiction.
3. The gamesG(A)and OP(B).3A. In orderto deal more effectivelywith the
presentnotionswe shall associatewith each A 5 6ga game G(A) so that I has
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a winningstrategyin G(A) if A containsa nonemptysuperperfectsubset and
II has a winningstrategyin G(A) iff A is a-bounded.The game G(A) is played
as follows:
I
so

II

PlayerI choosesa finite sequenceso
fromco, II choosesk1 E co, I chooses
a nonemptyfinitesequences1 fromco,
II choosesk2, I choosesa finitenonemptysequences2 fromco, etc.

ki
Si
k2
S2

E A and (ii). For all m > 1, the first
Then I wins if (i) a = sjsfsj
memberof Smis biggerthan km.II wins otherwise.
The following result is the analog of the M. Davis Theoremabout the *games, see [D] or [My].
..

THEOREM
3.1. Let A C 6Rand let G(A) be the game describedabove.Then

set.
(i) I has a winningstrategyin G(A) iff A containsa nonemptysuperperfect
(ii) II has a winningstrategyin G(A) iff A is a-bounded.
PROOF.Only the "only if" part of (ii) is nontrivial.So assume II has a
winningstrategyT in G(A). Call a sequence(maybeempty)(so)k ,s1,k2, ....
Sns kn+I) good if for all 1 < i < n the firstmemberof s, is biggerthan k, and
for all 0 < j < n + 1 the kj's are determinedaccordingto T. By convention

the empty sequence is good. If a E A there must be some good sequence
u = (s0,kl,sl,k2 ...,sn,kn+i) (maybe empty) such that s-s- *n s- is an
initial segment of a, say s0jsf *

Sn = (a(O) ... a(m

-

1)), and a(m) > kn+1

s- is an
but no good extensionof u has this property.Let Ku = {a': s- sinitialsegmentof a', say ('(0)** *.a'(m 1)), and a'(m) > kn+1but for every
* 1+1is an initialsegmentof a', say s3 s- * s+1
Sn+1 # 0 such that s5 sj s*
= (a(O), ...,a'( - 1)), we have a(l) < kn+2 = T(so,,SI
,sn+,)}. It is now
easy to see that Ku is a a-compact set. Also a E Ku. Since there are only
countablymany such Ku's,A is a-bounded. El
COROLLARY
3.2. (i) PD =X Every projectiveset of reals is either a-bounded or
containsa nonemptysuperperfect
set.
(ii) AD =X Every set of reals is either a-boundedor containsa nonempty
set.
superperfect

3B. In order to get sufficientlystrong definabilityresults (having in mind
here for examplethe analog of Martin'sTheorem,see [Ma2]that grantingPD
every countable 1+1 set is contained in some {am: m E (} where the
sequence{am}mew is A n+ I) we shall have to considera modifiedversionof the
previous game G(A) which allows for player I to play also witnesses. (The
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same modificationof the **-(orBanach-Mazur)games was of courseused in
the proof of the theoremin ?1.)
LetA 5 9Rand assumethatfor some set B 5 9Rx XA,whereXis an ordinal,
A = p[B] = {a: 3f E X(a,f ) E B).
Considerthe followinggame Gp(B):
I

I playst, < X andso a finite sequence
fromco, II playsk EG
w, I playst1 <
and
a
finite
2X
nonempty
sequences1
fromco, II playsk2, I playst2 < 1
and a nonemptyfinite sequences2
fromco etc.

II
so

to

ki
t1

Si

t2

s2

k2

Let a

=

sasi

- E
E=?
6fRf= =

O

2I ... ) E X. Then I wins iff (a,f ) E B

and for all i > 1, the firstmemberof si is biggerthan ki.
It is now easy to prove the followingresult,using the ideas of the proof of
Theorem3.1 togetherwith the obvious changessuggestedby the proof of the
theoremin ?1. In its statementwe denote by X+ the smallestadmissibleset
containingX. Also L[X] is the universeconstructiblefrom X.
THEOREM3.3. Let X be an infiniteordinaland let B

5 'Rx XA.Then
(i) If 5 is a winningstrategyfor I in Gp(B)thenA = p[B] containsa nonempty
set whosetreebelongsin L[S].
superperfect
(ii) If 65 is a winningstrategyfor II in Gp(B) then there is a sequence
-+ so thatfor each a E A thereis 4 < X, witha <
{aj}j<X E
ai.
REMARK.In particular,if X = X and G (B) is determined,then A is abounded X II has a winning strategyin Gp(B)and A contains a nonempty
superperfectset X I has a winningstrategyin Gp(B).

4. Definabilityresults.Using Theorem3.3, we can now prove without too
much effortthe next resulteverypart of which is the analog of a well-known
fact about countableand perfectsets.
THEOREM.(i) If A C %is 21, theneitherA containsa nonempty
superperfect
set or A is a-boundedwitha Al bound.
Moregenerally,

(ii) Determinacy (Aln) =X Every 2n+1 set either contains a nonemptysuperper-

fect set or is a-boundedwitha An+ bound.
(iii) If T is a tree on o X X, where X is some ordinal, and A = p[T]
= {a: 3f E X(a,f ) E [T]) theneitherA containsa nonempty
set
superperfect
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199
E

A

there is t < X with a < ao.

In particular,
set withtree in
(iv) If A 5 %it
is 21 eitherA containsa nonemptysuperperfect
/3
L or for every a E A there is E L with a < /3,i.e. A 5 {a: 3/3 E L (a
< 9))
PROOF. (ii) If A E 11
then a E A K 3/3 B(a,/3), whereB E H2n The
game Gp(B)is then a I2 game, so it is determinedassumingDeterminacy
(A20), by Martin[Mal]. If A contains no nonemptysuperperfectset then II
has a winning strategyin Gp(B),thus by Moschovakis[Mo3]II has a 2n+I
bound (a.)
winning strategy. Therefore there is a Al
for A (i.e.
a(<m,l>) = am(l) is A24n+l){
(iii) The game Gp(B),whereB = [T], is clearlyclosed so it is determined.
If I has a winning strategy then he has one in L[T], thus A contains a
nonemptysuperperfectset with tree in L[T]. If II has a winningstrategythen
he has one in T+ and the conclusionfollows.
(iv) is clearnow since everyI' set is of the formp[T] for some T E L. O

5. Largesta-boundedsets in the analyticalpointclasses.5A. We shall transfer
in this section some of the usual resultsabout the structureof countableand
thin (i.e. containingno perfectsubset)sets in the variousanalyticalpointclasses to the presentcontext.We startwith a definition.
DEFINITION. A set A S Ris called weaklythin iff it contains no nonempty
superperfectset.
Note that if G(A) is determined,A is weakly thin iff A is o-bounded.More
generally,if A = p[B], and Gp(B)is determined,then the same conclusion
holds. Thus grantingDeterminacy(A2n),a set A E 1L+1is weaklythin iff it
is a-boundedand grantingDeterminacy(I.n+b'a set A e 2n+2 is weakly
thin iff it is a-bounded.It is consistentwith ZFC howeverthat there is a H'
weakly thin set which is a scale, so it is not a-bounded.This is the set B
definedbelow.
5B. Ourimmediategoal is to show that thereare largestweaklythin H2n1
and 2n+2 sets grantingappropriatedeterminacyhypothesesfor n > 1. The
general abstract approach of ?1 of [Ke2] is particularlyuseful here. By
Theorem(1A-2)of [Ke2]it is enoughto provethat the class of weaklythin sets
has an appropriateadditivityand satisfiessome definabilityconditions.This is
accomplishedin the followingtwo lemmas.
LEMMA
5.1. Assumen > 0 and Determinacy(Al,,).Then,the class of weakly
thinsets is S2n+1and 21n+l
holdsthe
additive.Similarly,if Determinacy(
class of weaklythinsets in 1n+2and IIn+2 additive.
PROOF.
For the definitionssee p. 265 of [Ke2].Considerthe firstassertion;
the other can be proved by exactly the same argument.Let P = Boolean
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algebrageneratedby 11n+1 We shall prove (the strongerresult)that the class
of weakly thin sets is F-additive.So assume {Aj}j<9 is a sequenceof sets of
reals such that each Ai is weakly thin and the prewellorderingon Uj<9Ae
given by
x < y Xj ,t(x E Ai) < pt(y E Ai)
is in I. We have to prove that Ui<oAi is also weakly thin. The proof is by
inductionon 0 > 2 the case 9 = 2 being obvious.Considerthe successorcase
first: Let 0 = -q+ 1. The prewellordering
x <' y 4> x, y E U A & 4(x EAt) < 4(y E A)
is clearlyin r since
x ?'y

4=#*x

< y & -,(x0 < x) & -(x0

Ay),

wherex0 is a fixed elementof A, - Uj<QAj(if no such x0 exists the resultis
obviously true). By induction hypothesisA = U<,A is weakly thin. Let
B = AV. Then B is also weakly thin. Assume towardsa contradictionthat
A U B is not weakly thin. Then A U B contains a superperfectset P
homeomorphicto & Then A n P must be meager in P (with the relative
topology). OtherwiseA n P, having as it does the property of Baire, is
comeagerin an open set G of P. Thus A n P containsa Gsset D dense in G.
But D cannot be a-boundedso D containsa superperfectset and thus so does
A, a contradiction.SimilarlyB n P is meagerin P. Thus P is meagerin P,
contradictingthe BaireCategoryTheorem.
For the limit case, assume towardsa contradiction,that P C Ui<eAj is a
superperfectset homeomorphicto t Considerthe relation
x <"y4x

<.y&x,y

E

P.

Then < " is a prewellorderingon P whichis in r, so has the propertyof Baire.
For each y E P, {x: x < "y)= U {Aq: < p(y E A)) n P, so by the
previousargumentsand the inductionhypothesis{y: x A" y) is meagerin P.
So by the Kuratowski-UlamTheorem(see [0, p. 56]), which is the analog of
Fubini for category,we must also have that on a comeagerin P set of x's
{y: x A" y} is also meagerin P. Thus P is meagerin P, a contradiction. 0
LEMMA
5.2. Assumen > 0 and Determinacy(A2n).
Let G S Rx Rbe H'
and 6Runiversal
for HL+I subsetsof & Thenif Ga = {/3: (a, Pi) E G), the set
w2n+'
(a) '?@R-Ga is weaklythinis 2n+1
PROOF.LetA 5 6 be Eln+1. Let B E L' be such that a E A X: 3f
B(a,P3).Then,A is weakly thin X II has a winningstrategyin Gp(B)X I has
no winning strategy in Gp(B).Since p(B) is a [12ngame this statementis
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ILI+1,uniformlyin a code for B and we are done. 0
5C. Using this lemmaand Theorem(lA-2) from [Ke2]we immediatelyhave

I' set.
(ii) Assumen > 0 and Determinacy(Al,,).Thereexists a largestweaklythin
l2n+1set.
THEOREM
5.3. (i) Thereis a largestweaklythin

In particular,granting PD, there is for each n > 0 a largest a-bounded
2n+ set.
We also have the correspondingresultfor even levels.
THEOREM
5.4. (i) Assumethereare only countablymany constructiblereals.
Thenthereis a largesta-bounded22 set, namely{a: 38 E L(a < 8)}.
(ii) Assumen> 1 andDeterminacy
. Thenthereis a largesta-bounded
,2n+2 set.

PROOF.(i) follows from the theoremin ?4.
and w-universalfor 2In+1 subsetsof 6Rx %. By
(ii) Let P(n, a, 1) be I
the uniformizationtheorem(see [Mo4q)find P* (n,a, /3) uniformizingP(n, a, /3)
on ,B.Let (pbe a HL+i-normon P (for the definitionsee for example[Mo4,p.
733]).Considerthe set B given by

a E B <X 3n 31[P*(n,a,f3)
& (a': 3f'(P* (n,a', /3') & (p(n,a', /') < cp(n,a, 3))) is a-bounded].
By Lemma5.2, B is 12n+2
and it is trivialto check that if A C %is 1n+2and
a-bounded then A C B. So it is enough to prove that B itself is a-bounded.
Let Qn(a,) ) `X P* (n,a, P) & {(a: 3/'(P* (n,a', P') & (p(n,a',/') < p(n,a,/))}
is a-bounded, and Bn = {a: 3,8Qn(a,3)}). Since B = UnBn it is enough
to show each Bn is a-bounded. Let 0 = sup(p(n,a,/3): P* (n, a,/)} and for
& 9p(a,/3)= t)}. Then Bn = Uj<0Aj and
t < 0 let At = (a: 3/3(Qn(a,/3)
the prewellorderinga1 < a2 X a1, a2 E Bn & yt (al E At) < X (a2 E At)
X 3p1 3/32(Qn (1I,31 ) & Qn(a2,1/2) & cp(n,a1,/P,) < (p(n,a2,82))

iS

L2n+2.

Since eachAi is a-bounded,we concludeby Lemma5.1 that Bn = Uj<qAt is
also a-boundedand we are done. El
NOTATION.Let SI be the largest weakly thin II' set, S2 = (a: 3/3
E L(a < /B)} and granting PD let n = largest a-bounded zn or rIn set
accordingas n > 3 is even or odd.
REMARKS.
(1) It is easy to see, using PD, that thereare no largesta-bounded
22n+1 or JI2n sets, n > 0. This is because a a-bounded set is meager and every
or >2k set contains (by [Ke3] and [Mo4]) a A2n+I or An real,
comeager III

respectively.
(2) Let for n > 1, using PD, en be the largest countable HI or In set,
accordingas n is odd or even (see [Ke2])and cIn = largestmeagerHI or 21
set, accordingas n is again odd or even (see [Ke3]or [St]). Then clearly
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en == =;n='ARn

5D. We shall concentratenow on the set G = largestweakly thin H' set.
Clearly 13 5 @2So foi' each a E S, there is /3 E L such that a < /B. In
analogy with the Guaspari-Sackscharacterizationof el as {a: a E L..) (see
[Gu]or [Ke2],Theorem(2A-1)),whereof courseco = least ordinalnonrecursive in a, we have:
THEOREM
5.5. ThelargestweaklythinH1set is equalto {a: 3/#(13E L.F & a
< 3))
PROOF. Use the same idea as in the proof of Theorem (2A-1) in [Ke2],
together with the Theorem in ?4 (part iii) and the category argumentsin
Lemma5.1 to replacethe measuretheoreticones used in Theorem(2A-1) of

[Ke2]. oJ

Similarlywe have the followinganalog of Theorem(2A-2) in [Ke2],letting
a </3

X

3y E Al(/)

(ot < y).

THEOREM5.6. For all a,
aE

S X V(co

< 4co

Of
o/).

PROOF.The direction=X is similarto the correspondingpart in the proof of
Theorem (2A-2) in [Ke2]. For the proof of -= it is enough to show that
6X co x ab
B = {a: V3(co
/3)) iS H' and weakly thin. It is clearly I'. To
show it is weakly thin assumeP C B is a superperfectset homeomorphicto
61.Considerthe prewellordering
a < PX'

a,

,BE P & xl

on P. For each /3 E P, {a: a 6 /3) = {a E P: xl K 4A)is containedin a acompact set, namely {a: ax Pb/). So {a: a < /3) is meager in P and this
contradictsas usual the Kuratowski-UlamTheorem. 0
SE. We shall conclude this section with some remarkson S2 = {ao:3/3
E L (a < fP)}and some open problems.We have seen in Theorem5.4 that,
granting il n L is countable,'2 is the largesta-boundedI' set. Of coursewe
could only assume that 6I n L was a-bounded.In this case the conversealso
holds: If thereis a largesta-boundedEl set then 6f n L is a-bounded.This is
becauseevery21 set whichcontainsall the countableEl sets mustcontainalso
6f n L. (Otherwiselet a0 be the least element of L not in the given 21 set A
which satisfies the above. Then by a result of Friedman [Fr2],ao is a 2
singleton in L, so the set of reals in L precedingor being equal to a0 is a
countable 21 set not contained in A, a contradiction.)It seems relevant to
mention also that accordingto unpublishedresults of Solovay (see [He]), in
the model M of set theoryobtainedfrom L by adding (say) N2randomreals,
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L is weakly thin and thus so is il, but el and thus SI is a scale
(so {a: 3/ E el (a < O)) = S2 = 6)

In particular,Si is not a-boundedwhich of course is also true in L. (This
suppliesa proof for the remarkimmediatelypreceding5B.)
By Theorem5.4 there is a largestu-bounded21 set S2n for each n > 1,
2= C2 = largest countable 22 set, the fact that
grantingPD. Since L n
S2 = {o: 32/ E e2(a < fl)} suggeststhe following
AssumingPD, we have for each n > I
CONJECTURE.
S2n = {a: 33

EeC2n(a < 13).

We also do not know if thereis any relationshipof the above type between
C2n+1

and S2n+1 for n > O. Sinceao E S2

/3 E \2(a)(f

E (2&e

6/3)

one mightwonderaboutthe validityof the followingformula(grantingPD for
n> 1)
a E=2n+1
X 23P E
2nnn1(al)

22n+i

(/3 E

& a < /3)

This is howeveran open problem.
6. Generalizations;
the games Gg(A). In this last section we shall presenta
generalizationof the *- and **-games (see [My]) as well as the --games
consideredin the presentpaper.The generalizedgameswe have in mind give
a correspondingnotion of smallnessfor sets of reals whose special cases are
countability,being of the firstcategoryand a-boundedness.We shall also see
how the main resultsof the previoussectionsgeneralizeto this widercontext.
Let X be an arbitraryset having more than one element (X = {0, 1) or
X = X are essentiallythe only cases we are interestedin here). Let also R be
an arbitrarynonemptyset, whose elementswe shall call requirements
and let
S be a function which assigns to each r E R a nonemptyset of nonempty
finite sequences from X, i.e. S: R -* power (X*<@)- {0}, where X*<
r and
=defUnz>Xn. If u E S(r) we shall say that u satisfiesthe requirement

we shall write for convenience u vs r in this case. We shall assume that
u s r satisfiesthe followingconditions(of which the second is essentiallya
nontrivialityconditionthat will assureus later that in the notion of smallness
generatedby <R,S> singletonsare small):
(1) v < u & u s r =X v s r (i.e. any extensionof a sequencethat satisfies
r satisfiesr also),
(2) Vx E X3r E RVu E X*<@o
(u -<s r =X u(O)# x) (i.e. for every x E X
thereis a requirementwhichforcesthe firstmemberof any sequencesatisfying
it to be differentthan x).
(3) There is 1: R -X o such that if r E R, u E X<@oand 3u' < u(u' -<s r)
but u gs r, then there is q E R with l(q) < I(r) such that u^v-<s r iff v -<s q.
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EXAMPLES.(El) X =

firstmemberof u). I(r)

{O,1), R = {O,1), u <s r X u(O)= r (here u(O)
0.

(E2) X arbitrary, R = X<@, u -S r X u -< r. I(r) = length(r).
(E3) X = c, R = c, u <S r X u(O)> r. I(r) 0.

Suppose now a pair g = <R,S> satisfying the above conditions is given.
Abusing language we shall call S a requirementset. To each A 5 XX we
associatethe followinggame G6(A):
I

II

u0

ri
Ul
r2

I playsa finitesequenceu0 fromX,
II playsr1 E R, I playsa nonempty
finite sequenceul fromX, II plays
r2 e R, I playsa nonemptyfinite
sequenceu2 fromX, etc.

U2

E X@.Then I wins iff (i)f E A and (ii) Vi > 1, ui <S ri.
Letf = u5 u u*
OtherwiseII wins.
EXAMPLES.In ExampleEl before, clearly G6(A) is equivalentto the game
G*(A). In E2, G&(A)is equivalentto G**(A). In E3, Gg(A) is equivalentto
G(A).
DEFINITION.
Let A S XX be a closed set. We call A s-nowheredenseif for
each u E TAthere is a requirementr E R such that for all v E X*<', tu^v
E TAX u Js r. We call a set A S X' s-meager if it is contained in a

countableunion of closed s-nowhere dense sets.
EXAMPLES.
In El, A 5 2( is closed &-nowheredense if A is a singleton.
Thus A 5 2" is s-meager iff A is countable. In E2, A S XX is closed Enowheredense if A is closed nowheredense. Thus A S X' is s-meager if A
is meager.Finally in E3, A S w' is closed s-nowhere dense if A is compact
and so A S w" is s-meager iff A is a-bounded.
Clearly"S-meager"is the notion of smallnessassociatedwith &.Notice that
becauseof condition(ii) in the definitionof a requirementset every singleton
in s-nowheredense. So everycountableset is &-meager.Also everys-nowhere
dense closed set is nowheredense and so any s-meagerset is meager.We shall
now define a notion of "extremelargeness"opposite to the notion of "&.
meager".
Let J be a tree on X<@= UnXn = the set of all finite
DEFINITION.
from
X. We shall call J &-perfectif the followingtwo conditionsare
sequences
met:
(i) For each + # p E J, {u E X*<': p^(u)E J) is s-dense i.e. for each
r E R thereis a u E X*<` and u' < u such thatp(u) E J and u' -< r.
(ii) For each p E J if p(u) E J, p(v) E J and u # v then u, v are
incompatible.
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Now for each &-perfecttree J we let [J] = {f E X@: for all n there is
E J and s0s1 -** s;- is an initial
.S
s0, sl, ..., Sn such that (s0,s1,
..s,,n)
segment of f )(2). (Note here that so , .. ., s,, must be necessarilyunique.)
if A = [J] for some &-perfecttreeJ.
We call a set A 5 X' &-perfect
It is now easy to see that every6-perfectset is a G, in the space X@.On the
otherhand if E has the propertythat
u vs r

4

(u(O)) <s r

(i.e. satisfaction of a requirementdepends only on the first member of a
sequence),which is obviously the case in ExamplesEl and E3 above, then
every s-perfect set contains a closeds-perfect subset.
In El everynonemptys-perfect set containsa nonemptyperfect
EXAMPLES.
subset. In E2 a nonempty s-perfect set is a dense in some nonempty
neighborhoodG, set. In E3 a nonempty s-perfect set contains a nonempty
superperfectsubset.
We now have the analog of Theorem3.1, providedX is countableand also
R is countable,in which case (abusinglanguageagain)we shall say that "&is
countable".It reads as follows: Let & be a countable requirementset on a
countableset X and A C X@.Then I has a winning strategyin G&(A)if A
contains a nonempty&-perfectset and II has a winningstrategyin G&(A)iff
A is s-meager. (Again the only nontrivialthing to prove is that if II has a
winning strategy f then A is &-meager.For that call a sequencep = (u0,r1,
u1 E X*<@for i > 0 and ri E R, good if
ul . . ,ur,i+1), where u0 E X
for all i > 1, u, <S rtand the riare determinedfollowing15.By conventionthe
emptysequenceis good. Givenf E A callp goodforf if thereis un+I such that
Thus the empty
uur *** un'un+^is an initial segment of f and un+1vs rn+
,.

sequenceis automaticallygood for A. Now there must be some p (as above)
good forf which has no properextensiongood forf. Thenf E Kp = {f': p is
good forf' but for no (un+1,rn+2)such thatp-(un+l, rn+2) = q is good, q is also
good forf'}. ClearlyKpis a s-meagerset. Since thereare only countablemany
Kp'sand A is containedin theirunion, A must be s-meager.)We can also get
immediatelythe generalizationof Corollary3.2.
The next step is to considerthe analog of Theorem3.3. This is completely
using the ideas in the proof of the theoremin ?1, after one
straightforward,
the
defines
game G&(B)for B C XX x RXin the obvious fashion. From that
the definabilityresultsof ?4 follow immediately.For simplicitytakeX S X to
be a recursiveset now and assumethat both R, <s are recursive(codingthem
appropriatelyif necessaryas in the case of E2 for instance).Then,for example,
(2) This use of [J] is slightlydifferentfrom the one in 1C.Whichone we use will be clearfrom
the contextand the conventionthat for the rest of this paperJs will be used for treeson X<@
while I's will be used for treeson X.
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the analog of part (i) of the theoremin ?4 reads:If A 5 XX is 7.1then either
A contains a nonempty6-perfectset or A S U[7[TJwhereeach [T1] = Fnis
closed 6-nowheredense and P(s, n) X s E Tnis Al. Also (iv) reads:If A is .2
then eitherA containsa nonempty6-perfectset with treein L or everya E A
is containedin some closed 6-nowheredense set with tree in L.
We now proceed to considerthe generalizationsto the presentcontext of
the resultsin ?5.
DEFINITION.
Let X c X and E be a countablerequirementset on X. A set
A S X' is called 6-thinif it containsno nonempty6-perfectsubset.
Again if G (A) is determined,A is 6-thin if A is 6-meager.Lemmas5.1 and
5.2 go again througheasily.(For exampleconsiderLemma5.1. Followingthe
patternof its proof as well as its notationassume{Ai)<0 is a sequenceof &thin sets such thatf < g X p (f E A) < 4 (g E A) is in r (heref, g vary
over X@)and considerfor simplicitythe first case where 0 = -q+ 1. We can
concludeexactlyas before that A = Ui<nAj is 6-thin by inductionhypothesis. Put B = An. If A U B was not 6-thin let P = [J] C A U B be an 6perfect set. It will be enough to show that A n P, B n P are meagerin P
(then P would be meagerin P, which contradictsthe fact that P being a G8of
X' is topologicallycomplete(see [0, p. 47]) so satisfiesBaire'sTheorem).Take
A for example.SinceA n P has the propertyof Bairein P, if it is not meager
in P it must be comeagerin some neighborhoodNu n P (whereu E X<') of
P. Then A n P containsa dense in Nu n P G8subset D of P. But then I has
a winningstrategyin the game G&(D),so I has a winningstrategyin G6(A)
which contradictsthe assumptionthat A is 6-thin.) Using the generalizations
of Lemmas5.1 and 5.2 and assumingagain thatX, R, -<S are recursivewe can
show immediatelythe existenceof a largest6-thin TJlset and assumingPD,
we can also show the existenceof largest6-thin (or equivalently6-meager)H'
or 11 sets, accordingas n is odd or even. We shall denote these sets by G6.
C, S C5 GC n for every S. Finally letting for each M and each
Clearly en

fE

XWi',

f6M X 3T e M([T] is 6-nowheredense &f E [T])
it is straightforward
to check that
G6

j
=
{f E X': f & L} and 93 = {ffE X@:f ,L

.

Finallylettingf ? g X: 3T E A,'(g) (f E:[T] & [T] is 6-nowheredense)we
o
havef E D =Vg (Ic
cxl=of<f g).
ADDED IN PROOF.St. Raymond has independently proved the part of

Corollary3.2(i) which states that a 11 set of reals is either a-bounded or
contains a nonempty superperfectset; see J. St. Raymond, Un theoreme
C. R. Acad. Sci. Paris (Juin 1975). Louveau
d'approximation
par l'inte'rieur,
des
ensembles
(a-ideauxengendrespar
d'approximation
fermes et the'oremes
(to
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appear)has obtainedgeneralizationsof the resultsin ??2-5 of our paperalong
directionsdifferentthan those of ?6. We would like to thankA. Louveaufor
pointingout a numberof errorsin a preprintof the presentpaper.
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